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Use of let-in
plywood bracing
Let-in plywood bracing has a long history of use. Some designers and
manufacturers specify it, but some councils don’t permit it. BRANZ has found it
doesn’t seem to affect structural integrity and suggests ways to
resolve the uncertainty.
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Think further than structural
performance
While most of the attention around let-in
plywood system performance has been focused

rebated top plate to
accommodate plywood
90–140 mm framing

on structural performance, it is also important to
consider possible implications of other building
aspects. These may include batten and cladding
fixing, durability, insulation, fire performance and
moisture migration.
Discussions with building scientists and

plywood sheet

practitioners have indicated that these issues can
most likely be addressed by using appropriate
materials and detailing. Without more research
on these aspects, it is difficult to make specific
recommendations due to the potential range of
solutions that could be considered.

Ways to resolve the uncertainty
Several options could resolve the uncertainty

rebate into top plate
to accommodate
plywood

around using let-in plywood bracing including:
●

stud ripped to
accommodate plywood

top plate

a design producer statement from an
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engineering practitioner
●

inclusion within an Acceptable Solution such
as NZS 3604:2011 Timber-framed buildings –
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currently under revision
●

BRANZ Appraisal or CodeMark certification for
a specific system

●

manufacturer technical literature with
adequate details for compliance evaluation

●

an MBIE determination.

Consider as part of wall system

plywood sheet

When used in conjunction with NZS 3604:2011
construction, this method is not considered to
be detrimental to the structural capacity of the
timber frame. This is based on the investigations
by BRANZ and the extensive history of use –
further evidenced by a lack of identified reports
of failures in service.

stud ripped to
accommodate plywood

However, it is important to ensure that
the installation and integration within the
wall system is carefully considered so as not
to compromise Building Code performance
requirements.
For more A BRANZ study report due for

bottom plate with
rebate to accommodate
plywood

release later this year will provide more
background information.
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Figure 1

Let-in plywood bracing.

